‘ENVISION’ CUSTOM STAIRS
Leather Risers, Treads & Borders

Stairs can bring a space to life. They should complement the interior and melt people in. People spend a lifetime with their stairs. Whether the memories include babies bearing to climb to the top, the smallest picture taken on the stairs, or simply the daily ups and downs of big, the stairs in the home should be as unique.

Keleen Leathers is able to plan, design, build, and even INSTALL the stairs of your dreams. The options for the risers, treads and borders are endless. We are experts in the field and have the best materials to ensure that every job is finished perfectly.

Call Keleen at 706-499-1968 for more information on this incredibly unique capability. www.keleenleathers.com
ENVISION

From imagination to fabrication, Koken Leather custom area rugs allow whatever you envision to become reality. This rug was created to perfectly embrace the clients’ custom sofa. The rug is composed of an intricate combination of hair-on cowhide, and embossed leather. The drawings below are just a few that were used to attain the finished product.

Koken Leather is able to produce provision designs unmatched in the marketplace through the advanced technology of our Ultra-Sonic Cutting Platform, which is the envy of its kind in the WORLD. This amazing machine combined with the know-how of our graphic designers and trained fabrication team makes these rugs from Koken Leather a very exciting introduction to the interior design community.

Envision any shape, any size, any combination of our products. With so many collections of leather, hair-on-hides, and amazing materials such as the samples seen below, it can be hard to choose from all of our amazing offerings.

SOFT---“The Perfect Fit”

“Exact Measurements”

A Vision Realized...

Another option for the Envision program involves pairing the leather or hair-on with basic carpeting for a less expensive alternative. Some examples are shown below.